
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
BESPOKE STATIONERY FOR PERSONAL CORRESPONDENCE 
 
 
Hieronymus creates inspirational opportunities for those personal moments. All the products are linked to the needs 
and demands involved in personal exchanges. This core idea is always present, everywhere. Based on individual 
choices, personal stationery of exquisite quality meeting the highest contemporary design standards is produced in our 
own workshops.  
 
The prototypical image of the handwritten letter contains much of what Hieronymus represents. A letter, carefully written by 
hand, identifies the writer as a person of awareness, who takes the time to reflect on his fellowmen and meet them with style. The 
letter creates strong personal moments full of poetry, both for the writer and the recipient – ideally, perfectly designed with a 
bespoke letterhead from Hieronymus. 
 
Expert printing craft with contemporary flair 
Hieronymus creates stationery products of the highest craftsmanship. Scripts in traditional letterpress have depth and 
contours, conveying an impression not only to the eyes but also to the touch. Embossing techniques such as blind 
embossing or hot foil stamping create great plasticity and fascinating contrasts in material. Silver head trims turn every 
page, every visiting card into something precious. Observing the highest contemporary design standards, our workshops 
produce personal stationery of exquisite quality. 
 
Personal correspondence for today’s connoisseur  
Bespoke personal stationery is based on a well-conceived system of typographic and design elements. With a choice of materials 
and colour combinations – or the addition of a personal monogram – beautiful objects become an expression of individual 
style. The wide repertoire of co-ordinated lettering, decoration, colours, printing methods, paper and layout variations, offers 
maximum scope and the reassurance of perfect design. 
 
Hieronymus supports the desire for unique stationery, suited to each personality, with skilful advice, sensitivity and creative 
finesse. From the wide choice of options, together with the customer we select those which best express his/her individuality and 
combine them to create distinctive, stylish personal stationery.  
 
 
Customers receive comprehensive personal advice at the Flagship Store, Bärengasse 10 in Zürich.  
 
Further information  
Media office, Telephone: +41 41 748 44 95, media@hieronymus-cp.com 
Electronic templates and graphic material available for download at: www.hieronymus-cp.com/en/media 
 
BRIEF  PORTRA IT   
Hieronymus is known for h igh-qual ity articles of paper and wri ting culture.  The product range comprises all requi rements for personal 
correspondence, from   
hand-bound notebooks to top-quality writing implements and premium-grade leather bags. Each article is designed in our own atelier and manufactured in 
our Swiss production facilities or by European specialists in line with strict handcrafting standards. The interplay of finest materials, contemporary design and 
authentic craftsmanship results in objects which are aesthetically pleasing and highly functional for stylish people with a feeling for beauty and poetry. The products 
are available at the Flagship Store, Bärengasse 10 in Zürich and the Hieronymus Online Shop.  
 
 


